
Tempus Nemo 
Time of the Nobodies  

Story 
leaving earth 

Pre-colony 2895 

Superpowers on earth have the planet in a stranglehold.  Industrialized nations 

continue to conquer more and more territory in the name of resource 

acquisition and strategic deterrence.  Failure to understand each other leads 

down many bad paths, the worst of which came to be called the war of 

Abraham.  The last hope for the world, the ‘United Nations.’ is ultimately 

deemed a failure and is formally dissolved. 

Pre-colony 2589 

Disease, starvation, the war of Abraham, corporate corruption and climate 

consequences continue to devastate large parts of the world, while the 

wealthiest parts of the world remain largely apathetic and self-centered.  

Academics, Scientists, and other ‘unaffiliated parties’ decide to take the 

successes of the international will to find an answer and quietly collaborate a 

means explore near space in hopes for something inhabitable.  Several non-

abrahamic religions are extinct, or nearly, and most non-western cultures 

have been assimilated or destroyed.  Time is running out.  

Pre-Colony 1505 

A prototype power source dubbed ‘Radi’ is invented, and hailed, albeit quietly, 

as a solution to the overpopulation problem on earth.  The non-governmental 

scientific rebels do their best to keep their discovery under the strictest of 

secret code.  The number of nations on the earth has dwindled to a handful, 

and the amount of wasteland is staggering.  Whoever owned Radi would finally 

tip the scales. 

Pre-Colony 1501 

A prototype space vessel is built with the help of European government 

‘traitors.’  This vessel has the first true Radi Engine and is flown to Mars and 

back as a test run.  While the ship accelerated and decelerated at record 

speeds, everyone aboard died, from the newly coined term ‘Radi poisoning.’ the 

ship gained the attention of the world, and the scientific inquisition began. 



Pre-Colony 1455 

Breakthroughs in technology have made the Radi Engine safer, but not 

smaller.  The inquisition has thinned the scientific community and the funds 

that support it. 

Pre-Colony 1401 

The second Radi Ship is flown to mars and back, leaving from somewhere in 

Europe.  The crew fall ill, but no one dies. Upon their return, they are seized 

by Europe and hailed as both heroes and villains by different sections of the 

populace.  With the new intelligence that the European government has 

gained, colony plans on mars begin. The inquisition has mostly ended in 

Europe, and the bulk of the remaining oppressed flock to Europe’s shores. 

Pre-Colony 1370 

International pressure on Europe ruins all colony plans on mars, and the 

earth’s remaining super-nations:  America, brazil, Israel, Russia, china, and 

Australia, all begin offering large sums of money and asylum for Radi 

technology. The seven nations all build Radi Ships of their own to colonize 

different parts of space. 

Pre-Colony 1360 

A healthy population of earth’s ‘best and brightest’ leaves the planet with the 

charge to usher in a new age of corporate-backed galactic colonialism. 

Universal Success 

Pre-Colony 1000 

The Radi Ship has been almost perfected by reasonable standards.  

Exceedingly fast straight-line passenger crew ships have made several large 

planetary colonies possible: Artemis, Calypso, Mulehk, Solomon, and Tourach. 

Pre-Colony 0950 

Due to oppressive policies from home-world governments, each planetary 

colony severs ties with earth and unilaterally declares independence, one by 

one.  While hugely unpopular on earth, no wars result due to lack of 

technological capability. 



Pre-Colony 0850 

In the spirit of species advancement, commerce, and tourism [awareness], the 

United Planetary Governments are formed.  The colonial citizens, not having 

experienced the religious and cultural genocides of the war of Abraham, 

demonstrate a vast willingness to cooperate with one another.  The spirits of 

patience and shared hardships give hope that could only be dreamed of on 

earth. 

Pre-Colony 0800 

Due to constant political and economic difficulties, Earth is declared a ‘lost 

cause’ and is removed from the United Planetary Governments.  Official 

records indicate ‘for the best interests of the majority, Earth is no longer a 

veto-holding member of the council.  They [Earth Representatives] are 

welcome to observe and advise.’  The earth, and its citizens, was to be left 

alone to earn their seat back or die off so the planet may heal. 

Pre-Colony 0790 

The United Planetary Governments, after careful long-term planning, agree to 

a joint, multi-national, colony roughly in the middle of the Space between all 

relevant planets. 

Pre-Colony 0500 

The colony Center Cross is completed and hailed by the five largest worlds as 

a successful project.  Center Cross is inhabited and quickly becomes, truly, the 

new center of the galaxy. Smaller nations all over space plan for their own 

colonies near their base planets, asteroids or fleets.  The lessons-learned from 

the construction of Center Cross are shared widely for other construction 

projects. 

Pre-Colony 0333 

Most nations now have a fully functional colony in space near their planets.  

Most colonies are used as ways to mingle with citizens of other people, and 

have looser restrictions than on the planets themselves.  Inter-nation 

commerce is at an ‘all time high’ and the progression of science, the arts, 

philosophy and politics is proceeding smoothly.  Colonial citizens have also 

undertaken significant efforts to transcribe lost texts and libraries from earth. 

Universal recorded crime rates are lowest since beginning recording. Radi 



Ships travel safely throughout space to each system’s colonies with minimal 

difficulties. 

The Beginning of the End 

Pre-Colony 0079 

At Central Cross, An Anti-Social, Devoted, Young Mechanic who went by 

“Magnifico” began developing a ‘core,’ a modular system designed to be near-

space capable independently.  This system could replace arms, heads, legs, 

and back-pack units with considerable ease compared to designing an entire 

system as one piece.  In theory, different arms could be constructed for 

different purposes and the core equipped itself before leaving to accomplish the 

mission. The MagCore was designed to mildly resemble humans as a selling 

point, and advertised full custom paint jobs per customer.  Magnifico’s main 

idea was to allow for maintenance, repair, and construction in space more 

efficient and reliable. 

Pre-Colony 0015 

Magnifico’s son “Harlequin” continued to make and sell the MagCores to the 

colony populace.  MagCores were immensely popular, as the local populace 

could go and play outside the colony walls, unload ships, or assist with colonial 

affairs.  Harlequin’s MagCores that were sold to civilians lacked virtually 

everything but basic life support and thrust systems.  That didn’t seem to 

matter, as word of the Cores spread from Central Cross out into space. 

Pre-Colony 0008 

Harlequin was approached by an organization only identified as “The Paladin 
Order” to make upgraded MagCores with better thrust and Armor capabilities.  

Harlequin refused on the grounds that civilian cores did not need armor, and 

The Paladin Order was unable to convince Harlequin with money. Harlequin, 

anti-social like his father, had no wife or children to speak of.  The Paladin 

left and were not heard from again. 

Pre-Colony 0005 

Growing slightly bored with the normal MagCores, Harlequin draws base plans 

for what an Upgraded MagCore might be.  Harlequin wanted to increase 

response time, agility, and fine-tuned movements. 



Pre-Colony 0004 

Harlequin almost finishes the plans for the QuinCore, an upgraded MagCore 

that is more overall useful but still has the MagCore modular capability for 

upgrading individual systems. The main problems are laboratory space, and 

the power systems.  Radi engines are still sizeable. 

Zero Year 
Pre-Colony 0000 [zero year] 

The Paladin Order silently infiltrates Central Cross to steal Harlequin’s 

updated cores.  Upon arrival they find Harlequin had remained true to his 

words and refused to build their demanded cores, even on his own for different 

purposes.  Harlequin did not build anything similar either; most of the 

upgrades were all not combat-related.  The Paladin killed Harlequin in his 

house-lab when they discovered the almost complete plans to the QuinCore. 

The Paladin decided the QuinCore was a good enough starting point, and 

destroyed the home of Magnifico and Harlequin. The Paladin caused massive, 

cataclysmic, damage to the Central Cross in the process of destroying the 

Cores and the Lab and fled without confrontation into space. 

Attempted Damage Control 
Post-Colony 0001 

The same nations that had earlier praised Central Cross now unilaterally 

declare themselves innocent of the tragedy and begin to convert their colonies 

into military fortresses, in the name of ‘national defense.’  While no one 

system accused anyone else, suspicions arose quickly and the seeds of paranoia 

are planted. 

Post-Colony 0003 

Ponder Nius, a survivor of Central Cross writes a report that becomes very 

influential in this shaping world.  Ponder’s report shows that Harlequin had 

written down the name of The Paladin Group in normal record-keeping 

appointment books before he was killed. Ponder, correctly, concluded that the 

explosion at Central Cross was intentional, and that the Paladin Group made 

multiple visits to Harlequin’s lab.  All planetary governments, upon receipt of 



the report, instantly deny any and all knowledge of The Paladin Group.  The 

prevalent spirit of cooperation gives way to fear of the Paladin group and its 

agenda.   

Post-Colony 0004 

Ponder Nius wrote a philosophical book in which he predicted, yet warned 

against, a collapse of the United Planetary Governments.  Amongst the 

consequences he warned were: the regression back to isolationism and the 

hording of ‘death gear’ for every fear imaginable, and some that aren’t. 

Ponder Nius warned against irrational people with the capability to kill, 

particularly those with any ‘cause’ in which to ‘defend.’  Ponder’s work was 

largely discarded by the people due to several hundred years of success 

without weapons, other than the incident at Central Cross of course.  The 

people were suspicious of each other due to the unknown entity of the Paladin 

Group, not because they actually disliked one another.  All hope was not lost. 

Post-Colony 0005 

Ponder Nius was invited to serve as a private council to the United Planetary 

Governments. He accepted and began work immediately.  Ponder was a 

massive presence in galactic media,  spending much time speaking publicly 

about our need to continue to work together while searching for the Paladin 

group.  Ponder was a symbol of hope for all galactic citizens. 

Post-Colony 0042 

At Key Locations around the Inhabited Sphere of Space, Cores showed up 

simultaneously. They reminded the populace of the tragedy of Zero Year and 

not to interfere with ‘us’ and not to pose a threat to ‘us’ with militarization of 

the colonies.  Confusion as to where the cores come from, as well as the plain 

language threats sends the colonies into a frenzy. 

Post-Colony 0043 

Ponder Nius makes a universal speech declaring his thesis that the Mulehk 

Nation was the owner of the cores and The Paladin Order lives on there. He 

encouraged all the worlds to open direct diplomatic channels and discover the 

demands of the Mulehk.  Ponder’s goal was multi-faceted: a) confirm his 

suspicion about the Paladin Order,  b) attempt to get all the worlds’ 

governments working together again and c) test the ability to fear, trust, fight, 

or make peace, of each respective participant.  Ponder, a trusted leader and 



strategist, is successful in getting the colonies to shift their attention to 

Mulehk. 

Post-Colony 0044 

While hosting an ostentatious gala multi-national delegation somewhere in the 

Mulehk World, The Paladin Group quietly assassinate the aging Ponder Nius in 

his study.  It is rumored that Ponder Nius knew the presence of the Paladin, 

and acknowledged it audibly.  Ponder never resisted, did not even rise from 

his chair.  Ponder Nius Died from one puncture wound to the chest.  There 

was no blood. The Paladin group leaves the room as is and leaves quietly.  The 

corpse of Ponder Nius serves as an ominous warning to those that dare to 

believe in the goodness of people. 

Isolation 

Post-Colony 0044 

After the gala affair, the worlds conclude the innocence of the Mulehk due to 

lack of proof. With no criminal conviction, the individual nations further 

isolate and begin to militarize.  Many try to combat this phenomenon and 

wave the late Ponder Nius’ Book from 0004 as a guide.  Ponder Nius was 

correct, and he died for it; a point that many citizens are now trying to make. 

Post-Colony 0200 

The United Planetary Governments is mere legend.  The individual nations 

with their colony fortresses largely are content to maintain the isolated status 

quo without fully understanding why it came to be. Scholars, individually, 

come to the realization of all the progress that has been lost, and in a fraction 

of the time it took to build it originally. 

Post-Colony 0202 

A woman, claiming to be a descendent of Ponder, by the name of Poetia Nius 

proposes another joint colony where Central Cross is, building upon the 

original.  Her proposal of a joint colony comprised only of scientists, 

academics, and philosophers is met with the unyielding paranoid fear of gun-

clinging patriots, and Poetia Nius is never seen again. Official records listed 

her as missing for the estimation of her natural life.  Colonial governments 



use this fear to expand their own powers, often to landslide votes governed by 

catch-words and patriotic blackmailing of people’s mentality. 

Post-Colony 0203 

The Paladin Group, now an illuminati style command and control 

organization, is in full control of Mulehk.  The Paladin Group merges the 

government and the military into a single entity to wild cheers across the 

Mulehk system.  Due to the isolationism from virtually every other colony and 

the presumed death of the last known Nius descendent, The Paladin Group’s 

aggressive moves go largely unseen.  Mulehk has become, effectively, a 

planetary war machine with an astounding manufacturing capability. 

Post-Colony 0400 

Ponder Nius’ last written works state that people ultimately took Earth’s 

problems with them, most notably the problems of religion, patriotism, and 

irrational people with firearms are declared true, and political activities 

designed to set up conditions that existed Pre-Colony fail miserably.  Military 

spending outpaces everything else space-wide as the colony ‘defense’ fortresses 

become increasingly capable of offense.  Ponder, in his book, wrote “Either WE 

win or I lose,” suggesting that “I win” was not an option.  Increasingly, 

however, citizens all over space are shifting their gaze from “we” to “me.” 

Post-Colony 0500 

Ponder Nius is a name only known to scholars and senior statesmen.  Most 

tales of pre-colony ages are met with skepticism at best, flat out denial at 

worst.  Some regard Central Cross as a hoax. Most planets now have their own 

language variants, culture, and a near-complete lack of awareness of other 

systems. Tourism is essentially extinct, save for asylum pleas or other rare 

traffic.  Colonies, once havens of tourism and trade, are now Spartan 

fortresses, increasing in firepower with each passing generation. 

Aggression 

Post-Colony 0737 

The Paladin Order set their sights on Tourach, the next closest system.  The 

existence of the Mulehk Carrier Fleet was unknown until it was far too late. 



Post-Colony 0738 

The Mulehk Carrier Fleet suffers extraordinary casualties from Tourach 

Fortress Defense systems, but was able to deploy multiple ships worth of 

military equipment not yet seen outside of Mulehk:  Upgraded QuinCores with 

handheld Radi weaponry.  The Tourach Colony holds and what is left of 

Mulehk retreats.  The rest of the worlds are ignorant to the attempted 

invasion.  Tourach scrambles to repair and upgrade the colony defenses, 

knowing Mulehk will one day return. 

Post-Colony 0745 

Tourach successfully upgrades the main cannon on the colony and fires upon 

the mathematically correct direction of Mulehk.  The distance was too great, 

however, and the damage done to the Mulehk colony was insufficient.  The 

Paladin Order conceives a new plan to conquer Tourach. 

Post-Colony 0746 

In ships with white flags, ambassadors from Mulehk arrive at the other 

nations in ‘distress.’  The Mulehk ambassadors show pictures of the colony 

damage and estimated schematics of what the Tourach Cannon might be like.  

The bulk of the other nations in space deploy warships at Mulehk’s request to 

dismantle the Tourach Colony Cannon.  Such aggression will not be tolerated!  

The Artemis System sends very few, not wanting to be exposed itself. 

Post-Colony 0747 

The war orchestrated by The Paladin Group is successful in both its primary 

objectives. Tourach is left without its primary defense station and the other 

nations’ war fleets were all in one place.  From Carriers sent by Mulehk 

poured enough QuinCores to devastate all other nation’s ships, in an immense 

battle near the ruins of the Tourach Colony Fortress.  News from survivors 

returned to home nations, Mulehk is the true aggressor!  The Core, as the 

primary method of space combat, was solidified. 

Retaliation 

Post-Colony 0803 



Intelligence indicated that Mulehk may be rebuilding the Tourach colony for 

its own use. A united fleet led by Artemis gathered near Central Cross and 

advanced towards the Tourach Colony.  At a certain distance the fleet stopped 

and opened fire with ship mounted Radi cannons.  The Mulehk attempted to 

counter attack with their QuinCores but lost a sizeable number of them before 

the Cores could ever get into combat range.  The War outside Tourach proved 

to be victorious for the Artemis led united fleet.  Mulehk’s losses from 

multiple significant battles strained its capacity to build more quick enough. 

Post-Colony 0805 

Due to successful patrolling and salvage efforts from the last war, each 

planetary system was given enough pieces and parts to be able to Reverse-

engineer their own Cores, ships, and Radi engines of all sizes.  Mulehk’s 

technology will now be used to try to stop the very people that made it. 

Post-Colony 0808 

The Paladin Group remains furious at the entire situation and vows to control 

Tourach and Artemis.  The Paladin Group, however, knows that simply 

sending ships to Artemis direct is too lengthy, and would be too costly.  Even 

more so, if Artemis were to ask for help, the Mulehk fleet would be without 

an escape route.  They would have to conquer Calypso and Solomon first.  The 

ruling council of The Paladin Group, and hence Mulehk, decree that all 

systems must be conquered to exact proper revenge. 

Post-Colony 0810 

Most of Mulehk Core Factories have been converted to R&D Labs.  The 

QuinCore, while groundbreaking, will no longer be sufficient.  Mulehk devotes 

as much as it can developing new Cores to beat ships, colony defenses, and 

QuinCores. 

Post-Colony 0939 

Mulehk sends, what appeared to be, a skirmish group to the Tourach Colony.  

The Carriers unveil another prototype Mulehk Core that launch a brief attack 

on the fringes of Tourach Defensive Space.  The battle was over fairly quickly 

with the Mulehk suffering moderate casualties, and Tourach needing to repair 

and reinforce their outer perimeter stations.  Tourach waste no time sending 

messages that Mulehk is back. 

Post-Colony 0945 



Mulehk finally designs a core they believe will be the front lines to the Paladin 

Group’s ambitions.  The Core is larger, with bigger engines and is more heavily 

armored, but is still based on the QuinCore schematic.  For that it was 

nicknamed the Traditional Core or Tradi Core for short. 

Post-Colony 1010 

The Paladin Group declares the Tradi Core Project a success and throws a 

high profile party for all relevant personnel.  The Paladin Group is confident 

that their: Tradi Cores, Radi Rifles, Radi Blades, and Radi Blasts will win 

them their war. The Paladin Group issues the war order and preparations are 

made for the Conquest of Tourach. 

Post-Colony 1011 

The Paladin Group’s first step in their plan has begun. 

Outside of the Tourach Colony, the Tourach Defense Force is in core-to-core 

combat with The Mulehk Expeditionary Force.   

The Reverse-engineered [and mostly salvaged] Tourach Cores are no match 

for the refined Mulehk Tradi Cores. The Tourach Colony Arsenal was able to 

inflict heavy damage on the less mobile Tradi Cores and the even slower Core 

Carriers. 

At the end of the day, Tourach has repelled Mulehk.  While the junior men 

were celebrating: the leaders knew the Mulehk would be back and the Colony 

had suffered too much damage from the Tradi Cores. That same day, 

ambassadors were dispatched to the other systems yet again. 

Post-Colony 1011 

The Paladin Group had succeeded in crippling the Tourach Colony and was 

manufacturing Cores as quick as they could. Both Mulehk and Tourach 

ambassadors requested help and painted completely different pictures.  

Artemis, Calypso, and Solomon again agreed to send fleets with what few 

Cores they had produced. Calypso stated they were going to no longer involve 

itself in worldly affairs after this conflict. 

Post-Colony 1012 

The Multi-National Fleet had arrived within sensor range only to discover the 

Tourach Colony has been taken over by the Mulehk, who are preparing for 

Planetary Takeover. Believing rapid action would be beneficial, the multi-



national fleet opened long-range cannon fire on the colony.  Mulehk 

accelerated their plans and sent their planetary force into orbit and the rest of 

the Cores to combat the fleet. The Mulehk Cores suffered moderate damage 

but crippled or destroyed the bulk of the multi-national fleet.  Calypso’s fleet 

was completely annihilated and only solidified their position of non-

involvement. 

Post-Colony 1013 

Mulehk had quickly discovered their current Tradi Cores fared poorly during 

re-entry, and even poorer in combat under the effects of gravity.  The Mulehk 

Planetary Force was defeated easily by the Tourach Terrestrial Defense 

Force. 

Post-Colony 1017 

The Paladin Group had their gravity-capable core now, and was betting on the 

inability for the other worlds to rebuild their fleet, yet alone their willpower, 

in the last 5 years. The Conquest of Tourach entered into its next phase with a 

re-invasion of the lightly defended colony that fell as easy prey to a better 

trained, better equipped, Core Squadron. 

Post-Colony 1019 

The Paladin Group rebuilt the Tourach Colony Laser Cannon for its own 

purposes and had amassed enough Tradi Cores in order to be able to blitz the 

planet and crush any hope of resistance. The invasion of Tourach Proper began 

Post-Colony 1020 

The Paladin Group was infuriated due to how many Cores they would lose 

simply trying to land. The losses eventually proved too great, and no more 

invasion forces were sent in until their next R&D success occurred. 

Time of the Nobodies 

Post-Colony 1021 

The other systems, except calypso, arrived with what they could bring.  They 

approached the planet from the ‘dark’ side, the side opposite of the Geo-

Synchronous Colony.  The other systems landed with much needed military 



and medical supplies.  They also brought low levels of toys and other goods 

designed for the non-combat personnel. 

Post-Colony 1021 

Immediately following the landing of personnel, vehicles, cores, and gear – 

Mulehk attacked the fleet.  Patrolling Cores spotted the ships and most of the 

colony’s Core Force moved to attack.  Having learned from previous 

engagements, the ships attempted to retreat but were unsuccessful. 

Post-Colony 1022 

With citizens of most worlds trapped on Tourach, awaiting the inevitable 

invasion, the rest of the world stepped up their military efforts in order to 

rescue their citizens, or attack Mulehk. 

Post-Colony 1024 

Armed with Armored ‘Crash Pads’ Mulehk sends its biggest invasion force 

yet.  The Crash Pads simply crash into the terrain and then unfold so the 

Cores may leave.  Extraction is not possible, and the Cores cannot attain 

escape velocity on their own.  Mulehk is prepared for a large-scale battle.  The 

first day produces a section of the planet that may move one to tears, and 

Tourach Day was installed into the calendar from that day forward to 

commemorate the loss of life beginning that day. 

Post-Colony 1026 

Despite the impressive additions of Solomon’s Muscle Cores and Artemis’ 

Mental Cores, Mulehk’s vastly superior numbers prove to be the deciding 

factor in most battles. 

Post-Colony 1028 

The battles are more skirmishes between the inevitable and the desperate.  

All systems, even Calypso, have accepted large numbers of refugees. The 

Paladin Group and their Tradi Cores have captured Tourach, at least what is 

left of it. 

Post-Colony 1028 

A habitable planet in the same solar system as Calypso, on the opposite side of 

Central Cross from Mulehk is chosen to be the Headquarters of the Anti-

Mulehk movement.  The name Vivigil is chosen and development has begun. 



Other people, fearing Calypso’s eventual involvement, leave the system for 

less populous areas.  They become known as Teomin, and are most often seen 

as travelling merchants, bounty hunters, salvage experts or paid grantors of 

temporary asylum.  

Post-Colony 1058 

Thirty years after the loss of Tourach, it is clear the Mulehk are gearing up 

for their next targets: Solomon, Artemis and Calypso.  It is unknown if they 

are aware of the existence of Vivigil. Fortunately most of the other systems, 

especially Vivigil, have been preparing for the next Mulehk Invasion. 

Post-Colony 1059  

[[[[CampaignCampaignCampaignCampaign    setting for setting for setting for setting for TTTTempus empus empus empus NNNNemo: emo: emo: emo: TTTThe he he he TTTTrial of rial of rial of rial of VivigilVivigilVivigilVivigil]]]]    

The Player Characters are assigned to the highly-developed Colony outside of 

Solomon. The PCs are low-ranking ‘Nobodies.’ Their task is to ensure the 

survival of the colony. Solomon is the closest system to Tourach and is 

considered the next likely target.  Mulehk’s capabilities are not yet known, but 

they are in control of the only 2 populated systems near that star and have 

had time to prepare.  

Can the defenses hold? 

[The below story is the ‘official’ record of The Trial of Vivigil.  All game 

sessions work differently.] 

Post-Colony 1060  

The Angels of Solomon [PCs] not only survived the Mulehk assault, but 

repelled them back to Tourach.  The Angels of Solomon were formally 

recognized as an independent strike force by the Vivigil council and ordered to 

prepare to go on the offensive. 

Post-Colony 1061 

With a fresh ship and assortment of cores at their disposal, the Angels of 

Solomon head to the Tourach colony, knowing large-scale warfare is 

imminent.  Progress is slow; Mulehk continuously engages the AoS in 

skirmishes and utilizes every dirty trick it can to stop the Vivigil forces. 

Post-Colony 1062 



The Vivigil fleet, spearheaded by the AoS arrives at the Tourach colony 

fortress, only to find it the most heavily fortified location in known history.  

All scouting parties were shot down and attempts to get close to the fortress 

failed.  The AoS, now full war-heroes, were forced into core-based combat due 

to the loss of their ship to enemy fire.  Miraculously, the AoS’s cores inflicted 

sufficient damage to the fortress to allow the fleet to advance.  At the end of 

the battle, Vivigil claimed ownership of what was left of the fortress.  Both 

sides suffered heavy losses and the Angels of Solomon were given the highest 

awards possible and offered a healthy retirement on a world of their choosing. 

Post-Colony 1065 

The terrestrial forces on Mulehk are forced into underground guerrilla cells 

and are being mopped up one by one by the Vivigil forces.  Meanwhile, plans 

are set in motion to begin the dismantling of Mulehk, once and for all. 

Post-Colony 1066 

Tourach is declared safe and the overwhelming bulk of Vivigil leaves, turning 

over the planet back to civilian control.  Ambassadors from Earth, long since 

ignored, request to join Vivigil, in return for a ‘re-considering’ of Earth’s 

status in the overall sphere of populated space.  Vivigil agrees and the 

combined fleets set sail to Mulehk. 

Post-Colony 1068 

After careful movements, the combined fleets form up at the Touach Colony.  

The lack of contact along the way only sinks in the feeling of doom amongst 

veterans of the Mulehk Conflicts.  Fully supplied, the final order is given and 

the final chapter begins. 

Post-Colony 1069 

Trouble brews rapidly in the fleets, as the Earth Admirals do not feel they are 

receiving enough respect amongst the fleets.  The Earth Admirals are given 

the vanguard post and they sail ahead towards Mulehk.  Over open-channel 

broadcasts, Mulehk offers earth dominion over a planet of their choice in 

return for their aid against Vivigil.  The Earth’s Admirals see the opportunity 

for glory and accept. 

The Vivigil fleets, not surprised by such a move, open fire immediately upon 

their former vanguard: marking the beginning of what became known as 



Shatterstar Day due to the explosions that could be seen at ground level on 

Mulehk. 

The battle was the very definition of tragic.  The crews of entire ships were 

lost, broken bits of machinery sent into space, and countless acts of vengeance 

were carried out.  The battle did not last hours, but days.  Literal days of non-

stop combat on personal, core, and ship levels diminished the galactic 

population of warriors, mechanics, and officers. 

The Mulehk Colony, not as built-up as Tourach’s, fell to large ship-based Radi 

cannons.  Tech-Level 3 tradi, mental, and muscle cores destroyed ships and 

each other.  The Earth’s forces, given little value from either side, were 

quickly decimated in the cross fire:  total loss.  Over time, The Angels of 

Solomon, who refused retirement, proved to be the tie-breaker.  The AoS’s 

now-legendary abilities were able to take down the flagship of The Paladin 

Group, The Cataphract, and The Paladin Group’s rulers with it.  The Mulehk’s 

morale loss, and panic, allowed the Vivigil to turn the tide of battle and 

eventually force a conditionless surrender from the few Mulehk forces that 

remained. 

Unfortunately, bitter and zealous members of the various fleets would not 

accept surrender and massacred the gathered prisoners.  The remaining fleet 

officers stood by and did nothing as the Mulehk prisoners were methodically 

destroyed. 

Shatterstar Day [even though the battle lasted many] earned its name for 

another reason.  After the battle was over, Cores of angry men pushed piece 

after piece of junk and machine into orbit, and the streaks of burning material 

re-entering the atmosphere terrified the civilians on the ground.  They did not 

stop, as now the practice of ‘returning’ the broken core and ship parts ‘back’ to 

the planet became a celebratory act.  Large sections of Mulehk were being 

radically altered by all the falling gear; houses, farms, cities, all helpless to 

the falling junk. 

[End of The Trial of Vivigil campaign] 

Post-Colony 1070 

The Angels of Solomon were almost deities.  The hero’s welcome they received 

was one well-deserved.  However, all the junk-throwing pilots were also 

considered heroes as no one ever reported it.  All the reports from the various 

admirals failed to mention intentionally harming civilians.  Not knowing any 



better, the populace celebrates wildly.  The unity of Vivigil triumphed over 

Mulehk:  a foe of fewer numbers but significant preparation time and 

manufacturing capabilities. 

Post-Colony 1071 

The Angels of Solomon have finally retired.  The Vivigil council has been 

disbanded and the colonial nations agree to attempt trade and travel once 

again.  The Earth’s demands for reparations go ignored and some wonder if 

Earth will be the next Mulehk. 

Tempus Nemo II 
Time of the Nobodies  

Story 
Operation Shatterstar 

Post-Colony 1121 

The Galaxy has been restored to levels that even Ponder Nius would smile at.  

In the fifty years since The Paladin Group was defeated, colonies like Solomon 

and Artemis assist the rebuilding of Tourach.  Colony Fortresses are still 

fortresses, but sections of them have been opened for travelers and 

merchants.  The unity of ‘all out war’ has become the unity of ‘prevent 

another war.’ 

Except Mulehk.  The planet is largely ignored, and its people are less than 

galactic citizens.  Most galactic rules and treaties do not apply to Mulehk, and 

no efforts to rebuild it are in place.  Mulehk’s colony is inhabited by small 

detachments of colonial navies to monitor any and all activity of people 

wishing to enter or exit the planet. 

In real terms, the oppressors have become the oppressed.  Children bear 

consequences of actions they couldn’t possibly had any control over.  The entire 

planetary economy is in shambles and the central government destroyed.  

However, in spite of all this there blooms a new charismatic leader.  Her 

name is Kira Norinkova, the young granddaughter of a Mulehk officer who 

survived Shatterstar Day via parachute after his Core survived re-entry. 

Kira does not bear hatred towards Vivigil, but believes that unless the 

situation changes, another Paladin Group will rise and the cycle will repeat.  

Kira has become a genius mechanic and spends much of her time salvaging 



from cities, factories, and junk left over from Shatterstar Day.  Her goal is to 

build cores and a ship capable of defeating the forces at the fortress and show 

the galaxy that Mulehk is ready to be part of it all. 

Post-Colony 1122 

Kira Norinkova leads a small strike-team, armed with only what they could 

quietly salvage takes down a small patrol.  Re-fueling and re-arming from the 

wreckage, they move to another patrol.  In the chaos of the guerilla strikes, 

they succeed in getting the base to attack its own forces.  Weakened, the base 

is eventually overcome by Norinkova’s group and is stripped of anything they 

can carry back into the wastelands.  Kira broadcast on open channels that her 

group, dubbed “Supernova” is coming for all non-Mulehk forces. 

Post-Colony 1123 

Supernova managed to force opposing forces into a turtle-defense strategy on 

Mulehk, providing vital room for Supernova to continue its building and 

salvaging operations.  Supernova continues to recruit and arm Mulehk 

nationalists and continues to strike at patrols and other light targets, taking 

anything they can – whenever they can. 

Post-Colony 1125 

Kira Norinkova, now an accomplished veteran, leads a small squad off of the 

planet via a Supernova-built rocket and manages to assassinate the leadership 

of, and assume control of, the Mulehk orbiting fortress.  This new base of 

operations turns the tide of cleansing Mulehk of foreign forces and Operation 

Shatterstar is deemed successful.  Historians later mark Operation 

Shatterstar as the end of the era of large-scale war. 

Post-Colony 1126 

Kira Norinkova and her Supernova Elites are invited to Central Cross to sign 

new galactic treaties re-introducing Mulehk into general society.  At the 

meeting, Norinkova is accused of reviving the Paladin Group and is 

assassinated by an opposing politician.  The rest of Supernova escapes back to 

Mulehk and begins militarizing the system, again. 

Post-Colony 1127 

The Galactic Supreme Court, at Central Cross, finds the politician guilty of 

first-degree murder and is sentenced to life in prison without possibility of 



parole.  Mulehk officials dismiss the lack of a death-sentence as a sham and 

does not attend the proceedings at Central Cross.  Uneasiness begins to creep 

over the galaxy once again. 

Post-Colony 1135 

Mulehk has been purified of all foreign forces and its fortress is fully 

operational.  The salvage and reclamation efforts lead by the late Norinkova 

are intensified to planetary scale and Mulehk braces for another invasion.  The 

rest of the galaxy, however, still has no unified ambition to invade and de-

militarize Mulehk and instead fortify their own defenses. 

Post-Colony 1142 

Most trade ships are docked at, and inspected by, Central Cross before 

departing for their final destination.  Once a ship has left firing range of main-

cannons, it is usually escorted by the navy of the system it is en-route to.  The 

peace is tense, but real. 

Post-Colony 1145 

The colonies, including Mulehk, are bleeding talent to Central Cross.  The 

center of the galaxy has consolidated political and economic power and almost 

functions as a sovereign state, while the inhabitants of the super-station start 

quietly murmuring of independence. 

Post-Colony 1146 

At a Central Cross commemoration ceremony, the 20th Anniversary of Mulehk 

rejoining Galactic Society, an assassination plot was barely stopped by Central 

Cross security.  Remnants of Norinkova’s Supernova group tried to exact 

revenge by attacking the ceremony.  Multiple ambassadors and VIPs were 

wounded in gunfire attacks, but the large-scale explosive devices were 

disarmed in time.  Supernova’s forces were killed, the organization was 

labeled a terrorist organization, and the populace of Central Cross demanded 

better security. 

Post-Colony 1147 

A Neo-Vivigil organization was formed after a movement to de-militarize 

Mulehk failed to pass Central Cross’ Congress.  Mulehk formed an alliance 

with Tourach to oppose Neo-Vivigil and a new arms-race was on.   It seemed 

another Mulehk war was imminent. 



Tempus Nemo III 
Time of the Nobodies  

Story 
The Caliginous Horizon 

Post-Colony 1151 

You are a Nobody, an employee of a secret Central Cross organization.  The 
nobodies have been tasked with the infiltration of both Neo-Vivigil and Mulehk 
for the purposes of extending the conflict while weakening both sides.  You are 
a native-born citizen of Central Cross and a recent graduate of their Core 
Piloting Academy.   Nobodies have access to cutting-edge Core Technology and 
Pilot Facilities on Central Cross, but receive no communication or assistance 
outside of the colony.  Out there, you are a nobody – and should you fail, 
Central Cross never heard of you. 

Mission: You are to use any means necessary:  Political, Military, and 
Economic, to keep the focus on the conflict and away from Central Cross’ 
activities.  You are to use any means necessary: Political, Military, and 
Economic, to weaken both sides in an effort to keep Central Cross the galactic 
powerhouse. 

When Neo-Vivigil and Mulehk have exhausted each other, the Nobodies will 
ensure Central Cross will sweep in and save the galaxy from themselves. 

Above all remember, you are a Nobody and this never happened. 

  

  



Tempus Nemo  
Time of the Nobodies  

Mechanics 
Base Idea 

Tempus Nemo is designed to be a fast-paced mechanic that is entirely pick-

up-and-go.  TN is not designed to be a realistic mechanic that takes in 

multiple factors to influence dice rolls.  TN is something that people can sit 

down with, get started quickly, and focus more on gameplay and less on 

mechanics/background[s]. 

TN characters are supposed to be more in line with untrained youth, as 

opposed to genius movie protagonists.  The campaign may develop into a place 

where a Hero, or heroes, is fitting but does not start there. 

Pilots in TN do not have levels or classes, all PCs are Pilots.  All pilots gain 

Skill XP [based on success/failure and margin] and it is only spent towards 

advancing one of the two relevant attributes of the skill used. 

TN requires 2 of each: D4, D6, D8, D10, D12 and D20.  Each side rolls 

[attack/defense, etc] and whoever rolls lowest wins.  A tie is counted as a 

success for the attacker/person taking action.  All successes by a margin of 0-

1 [an 8 versus a 9] will only incur 50% success where applicable.   All 

successes of a margin of 5 or more [a 5 versus a 10] will count a critical, 

incurring 200% success where applicable.  

TN is very Person oriented. With no feats to exploit, no classes to ignore, and 

few rules to bend, the impetus is on the mind of the player to be tactically and 

strategically capable.  As with any game, a good GM is also vital. 

TN is very simple.  As such, it is expected that players are not nearly as 

durable as they might be in other systems.  Since everyone is ‘a nobody’ from 

the start, a GM should not be afraid to allow PCs to die and reroll. 

 

 

 



The Attributes 

The attributes govern all actions.  All skill rolls use two die, one for each 

attribute.  They are as follows: 

{INT] Intelligence: How well one can learn facts and academics, the “What?” 
and “How?” 
 
{WIS] Wisdom: How well one can apply one’s own experience, the “When?” 
and “Why?”  
 
[FOC] Focus: How well one can channel oneself with precision, or under 
pressure. 
 
{BLD] Build: How healthy, and attractive, is your body? 
 
{DEX] Dexterity: How good are you with your hands and hand-eye 
coordination? 
 
{AGI] Agility: How good are you with your feet and your balance? 
 
{CHR] Charisma: How strong is your personality? 
 
{GUI] Guile: How deceptive, and sneaky, are you? 
 
{PER] Perception: How well do your senses function and how well do you pay 
attention to them? 
    

Attribute LevelsAttribute LevelsAttribute LevelsAttribute Levels    

At Character Creation, the GM will award XP at his/her discretion to invest 

into attributes.  During Gameplay, each successful non-critical skill roll will 

be worth 1 XP total for the player to invest in one of the two attributes used 

in the skill roll.  Each critical failure and critical success [margin of 5 or 

more] is worth 2 XP total. 

 

Attribute LvlAttribute LvlAttribute LvlAttribute Lvl    Total XPTotal XPTotal XPTotal XP    Dice UsedDice UsedDice UsedDice Used    
0000    0000    D20D20D20D20    
1111    100100100100    D12D12D12D12    
2222    250250250250    D10D10D10D10    
3333    500500500500    D8D8D8D8    



4444    750750750750    D6D6D6D6    
5555    1000100010001000    D4D4D4D4    

    

Skills 
Each skill is a combination of two attributes.  The PC will roll one die per 
attribute, two dice total, and will add the value of both dice.  The objective is 
to roll under the target number set by the GM/Opposing player. 
 
The attributes for skills well be set by the GM at his/her discretion.  Below is 
an example listing of 21 skills and parent attributes: 

- INT WIS FOC BLD DEX AGI CHR GUI PER 

INTelligence - Invent Hack Mechanics     Motivate   Electronics 

WISdom Invent -   Block Parry Dodge     Resist CHR 

FOCus Hack   - C.trate Shot Balance     Spot 

BuiLD Mechanics Block C.trate - Melee  Plant Seduce     

DEXterity   Parry Shot Melee - Pilot   Steal   

AGIlity   Dodge Balance  Plant Pilot -   Sneak   

CHaRisma Motivate     Seduce     - Convince   

GUIle         Steal Sneak Convince -  Resist GUI 

PERception Electronics Resist CHR Spot          Resist GUI - 

 

Skill Explanations:Skill Explanations:Skill Explanations:Skill Explanations:    

Balance [AGI + FOC) – Governs how well one can regain balance once lost. 

Block [BLD + WIS) – Attempts to physically obstruct a melee attack with a 

wielded object [or one’s own arms]. 

Concentrate [FOC + BLD) – Channels the powers of both body and mind to 

gain a one-round bonus to next action.  [Use one level smaller dice for next 

action.  If using D4, subtract 1 from roll) 

Convince [CHR + GUI) – Attempts to persuade a target, using truth or lies. 

Counter [FOC + GUI) – Enters into a mentally aware and defensive stance and 

attempts to prevent an action by means of intervention or interception. Used 

for both combat and non-combat actions.  [A Target must be designated and 

PC takes no action until the Target attempts an action)  [A failed roll [vs 

Resist GUI or Spot) gives intentions away and PC’s turn ends) 

Dodge [AGI + WIS) – Attempts to physically move out of harm’s way. 



Electronics [INT + PER) – The knowledge, usage, and repair of computer-

based electronic devices, including Core Computers. 

Hack (INT + FOC) – The ability to access, tear down, or bypass networks and 

networked systems. 

Invent (WIS + INT) – The ability to create something new from existing 

components, jury-rigging, and other actions not already covered by 

Electronics, Hack or Mechanics. 

Mechanics (INT + BLD) – The knowledge, usage, and repair of engines and 

mechanical devices, including Non-Computer Core Parts. 

Melee [DEX + BLD) – Attempts to harm a target with a wielded non-firearm 

object. 

Motivate [INT + CHR] – The ability to grant a bonus to an ally. [Successful 

roll grants a one level smaller dice for next action for target ally.  If using D4, 

subtract 1 from roll) 

Parry [DEX + WIS] – Attempts to deflect an incoming melee attack with a 

wielded non-firearm weapon.  Critical [Margin of 5 or greater) success leaves 

attacker with a one level bigger dice for next defensive action.  (If using D20, 

add 1 to roll) 

Pilot [DEX + AGI) – General-use skill for Core Operations not already covered 

by another skill. 

Plant [BLD + AGI] – The ability to resist being physically moved or grappled. 

Resist CHR (PER + WIS) – Defensive skill against Charisma based actions. 

[All skills with Charisma as an attribute] 

Resist GUI (PER + GUI) – Defensive skill against Guile based actions. [All 

skills with Guile as an attribute] 

Seduce (CHR + BLD) – Attempts to convert a hostile target to a neutral 

individual or an allied individual. 

Shot [FOC + DEX] – Attempts to harm a target with a wielded firearm or 

thrown weapon. 

Sneak [AGI + GUI] – The ability to move from point A to point B without being 

detected. 



Spot [FOC + PER) – The ability to detect objects, and intentions.  Used in and 

out of combat. 

Steal (DEX + GUI] – The ability to remove an object from another’s possession 

undetected. 

The Process:The Process:The Process:The Process:    

Example Step 1 – The Declarations 

o PC attempts a melee strike.   

o The target attempts a dodge. 

Example Step 2 – The Rolls 

o PC – Level 1 Dexterity and Level 2 Build = 1 D12 + 1 D10.  PC rolls a 

14. 

o Target – Level 1 Wisdom and Level 3 Agility = 1 D12 + 1 D8.  Target 

rolls a 10. 

Example Step 3 – The Result 

o The Target’s 10 is lower than the PC’s 14 by a margin of 4.  Therefore 

the Target is awarded a success rate of 100%.  The Target avoids 

damage and the action ends. 

 

CombatCombatCombatCombat    

The chronology of combat is determined by the current combat order. Combat 

order is determined at GM discretion and should be context sensitive.  In a 

ranged firefight, as an example, Combat Order may be determined by the 

Build attribute, allowing healthy people to go first.  In a melee brawl, Combat 

Order may be determined by the Dexterity attribute, allowing those skilled 

with their hands to go first.  It is ultimately up to the GM to reward skillful 

players in the context of the situation. 

 

 

 



Core Basics 
Total Base Armor: 21-28  

Base Movement Radius [BMR]:  1-7 Units 

Base Sight Radius [BSR]: 1-7 Units 

ArmorArmorArmorArmor    

Each Core has a set armor rating.  Armor is essentially the same thing as 

Core health.  When it reaches zero, the part is considered destroyed or 

missing.  It should be noted that if a part is damaged to zero the resulting 

explosion will damage the Core by three points. If a target is not designated, a 

D6 is rolled to determine where the hit lands, called the target number. If the 

legs are missing, BMR = 1.  If the head is missing, BSR = 1. 

 HealthHealthHealthHealth    

A Pilot’s health is 1.  Humans cannot withstand Radi weaponry and will easily 
perish against one.  A player that reaches 0 health will be incapacitated and 
may or may not be revivable based on GM discretion. 

BSR and BMRBSR and BMRBSR and BMRBSR and BMR    

Base Movement Radius [BMR] means the Core can move up to a set amount 
of units of distance per round and take an action.  The Base Sight Radius 
[BSR] means the Core can detect and target other objects up to a set amount 
of units of distance from the Core. 

Core OptionsCore OptionsCore OptionsCore Options    
Head: Top Component housing the bulk of sensor arrays. 

• Head Option 1: Armor 5, BSR 5 

• Head Option 2: Armor 3, BSR 7 

Arms: Primary method of interaction.  Holds Wielded or Mounted Weapons. 

• Arms: Armor 4, Per Arm. 

• An Arm May hold: 
o 1 Mounted Shield per arm + 1 Wielded Weapon per arm. 
o 1 Mounted Weapon per arm, 0 Wielded Weapon. 

Legs: Primary Method of balancing both in space and in gravity 



• Legs Option 1: Armor 5, BMR 3 

• Legs Option 2: Armor 3, BMR 5 

Core:  Houses the Pilot, and the main generator, central unit of all operations.  
An exploded core results in Pilot’s death. 

• Core Option 1:  Armor 8, Mounted Shoulder Cannon [See Radi Cannon]. 

• Core Option 2:  Armor 7, BMR +2 [Back Thrust Pack]. 

• Core Option 3:  Armor 10. 

WeaponsWeaponsWeaponsWeapons    

Wielded Weapons 

• Radi Blade 
o Range: 1 Unit 
o Damage: 1 Armor [Critical: 2] 
o Recharge: 0 Rounds 

• Radi Pistol 
o Range: 2 Units 
o Damage: 1 Armor [Critical: 2] 
o Recharge: 0 Rounds 

• Radi Rifle 
o Range: 4 Units 
o Damage: 1 Armor [Critical 2] 
o Recharge: 1 Round [Fires every other round] 

Mounted Weapons 

• Shield 
o Armor: 2 

• Radi Carbine 
o Range: 2 Units 
o Damage: 2 Armor [Critical: 4] 
o Recharge: 0 Rounds 

• Radi Cannon 
o Range: 4 Units 
o Damage: 2 Armor [Critical: 4] 
o Recharge: 1 Round [Fires every other round] 


